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Abstract—Today, Complex Event Processing (CEP) is often used in combination with service-oriented architectures. Several CEP products from different vendors are available, each of them with its own characteristics and behaviors. In this paper we introduce a concept that is able to compare different CEP products in an automated manner. We achieve that by using web service technology. We show how to build a testing environment that includes i) an event emitting component with stable interface, ii) an interchangeable CEP component based on this interface and iii) a measurement and evaluation component. The presented concept is capable to perform different test scenarios fully automated. In this paper three exemplary tests are performed on three selected CEP products.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Processing of events is a prevalent necessity in today’s information systems. Collected events of any kind are detected automatically and systematically analyzed, combined, rated and processed using Complex Event Processing (CEP) [1] systems. The application of CEP in information technology ranges from sensor networks to operational applications, like business activity monitoring (BAM), algorithmic trading systems and service oriented architectures (SOA).

But, what is CEP? According to the Event Processing Glossary, CEP is “Computing that performs operations on complex events, including reading, creating, transforming, abstracting, or discarding them” [2]. In more detail, the two main components of a CEP system are a set of CEP rules and a CEP engine. A CEP rule is a prescribed method for processing events that reflects a certain condition. An event thereby is a kind of indicator to something that happened, like e.g., a financial trade, a key stroke or a method call within an application. By correlations of these events a CEP rule evaluates if a certain condition is satisfied. If a condition is satisfied, the rule fires.

One substantial feature of CEP systems is the realtime processing of events. And in general, the faster the processing of events is performed by the system the better. A result that is detected more rapidly may be a valuable benefit. Today, numerous CEP implementations of different vendors are available. They are widely varying in the supported platforms, the scope of operations, the performance of processing, rule languages, etc.

In this work, we will introduce a concept to measure the performance of different CEP systems in an automated manner. We thereby focus on i) interchangeability of CEP engines, ii) reproducibility and comparability of the test scenarios, and iii) the automation of measurement without user interaction. Our solution consists of three components, which are shown in Figure 1: i) a test driver component that generates reproducible sets of events, ii) the encapsulated, interchangeable CEP system component, and iii) a measurement evaluation component to calculate measurement results. Based on this solution, three exemplary test kinds are performed: latency test, pollution test and load test.

This paper is structured as follows: After a brief introduction in this section, Section II gives an overview on related work. In Section III, the requirements of the concept will be defined, followed by the description of the concept itself in Section IV. Test candidates and test scenarios are described in Section V. A detailed description of the test setup is provided by Section VI. The test results are shown in Section VII. In the final section, we will conclude the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In the context of event processing systems, there are some frequently stressed benchmarks: Linear Road benchmark [3], NEXMark [4], BiCEP [5] and SPECjms2007 [6]. But, there is no general accepted benchmark for CEP systems.

White et al. [7] described in their work a performance study for the WebLogic event server (now Oracle CEP). In that work, solely latency testing is performed on a single CEP system.

In 2007, Bizarro introduced BiCEP [5], a project to benchmark CEP systems. His main goal was to identify core CEP requirements and to develop a set of synthetic benchmarks. In the following years Mendes, Bizarro and Marques built FINCoS, a framework that provides a flexible and neutral approach for testing CEP systems [8]. FINCoS introduces particular adapters to achieve a neutral event representation for various CEP systems. In this work, we wrap the whole CEP system using Web service (WS) technology. In FINCoS, a controller is defined acting as an interface between the framework and the user. Our concept proposes to perform tests automatically and without user interaction.

In a further publication, Mendes et al. [9] use their framework to perform different performance tests on three CEP engines - Esper and two developer versions of not further specified commercial products. They run “micro-benchmarks” while they vary query parameters like window size, windows expiration type, predicate selectivity, and data values. So, they focus on the impact of variations of CEP rules. Beside they perform some kind of load test. The results thereby showed a similar behavior in memory consumption like Esper did in our tests. In summary, Mendes et al. did run performance tests, but their focus is different to ours.

In 2010, Fraunhofer IAO published a comprehensive survey of event processing tools available in the market [10]. It provides extensive information on supported platforms, licensing and features. This study lists several event processing tools, but performance considerations are out of scope.

III. REQUIREMENTS ON THE CONCEPT

Comparing sets of implementations from different vendors are common tasks. Before a test scenario may be defined it is essential to specify the requirements towards it.

A first requirement is to ensure, that equal sets of events are emitted on every repeated test execution. Ideally, the component that creates events stays the same in all scenarios in order to eliminate any influence on the measurement itself. Next, test scenarios and measurements must be reproducible. The aim is to create test scenarios that differ solely in the CEP engine used. The solution therefore requires to support the exchange of the CEP engine. However, some CEP engines are restricted to certain platforms. Therefore, it is desirable to keep event generating component and the CEP component separated (following the principle of loose coupling). At best the two components are able to run on different nodes.

The concept requires to perform different test cases. For this work it has to run three exemplary tests, namely latency tests, pollution tests and load tests.

A major requirement is that the test cases need to run automated without user interaction, e.g., by batch script or cron job.

Next, the obtained measurements of the tests need to be analyzed and meaningful statistics have to be generated and presented to the user. In order to ensure comparability of results and statistics the corresponding component is not to be modified at all.

IV. CONCEPT

The requirements suggest the usage of three main components (see Figure 1). One is an interchangeable component wrapping the CEP system. The two others are the test driver component and the measurement evaluation component. Between test driver component and CEP system component, as well as between CEP system component and measurement evaluation component, stable interfaces are introduced. Figure 2 shows the components in more detail.

A. Test driver component

In Figure 2, the uppermost component is the test driver. The responsibility of this component is to produce and emit events. This component reflects the application scenario. We use a WS and a corresponding WS client to reflect a SOA environment as application scenario. In Figure 2, WS and WS client are represented by Driver WS and Driver client. The communication between Driver WS and Driver client follows a request-response pattern based on messages (further named test driver messages) using the Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) [11]. The event emitter, in brief, is linked to the communication path of driver WS and client. It analyzes the interchanged SOAP messages and emits events based on the gathered information. The event emitter itself is implemented as a WS client - as we will see in Section IV-B.

A requirement of the event emitter component is to generate reproducible sets of events. A set of events thereby has two aspects. The first aspect concerns the chronological order, which means that sequence of events and the time-pans between these events stay exactly the same at any time a specific set of events is applied. The second aspect is that, using different types of events, the sequence of emitted event types also stays the same.

As we mentioned before, the test driver component generates sets of events. In our application scenario four events, e₁, e₂, e₃ and e₄, are emitted each time test driver messages are exchanged. Suppose that these four events form a set. How does the CEP engine determine which events relate to each other? We, therefore, introduce an ID for each exchange of test driver messages - and thereby also for each set of events. This ID becomes a parameter of the emitted events. With that the CEP engine can determine which events relate to a certain set and afterwards processes these events.

B. CEP engine component

The CEP engine component is formed by four main parts: a CEP engine, CEP rules, CEP WS and CEP result interface. The CEP engine processes incoming events based on CEP rules. The CEP rules and the CEP engine are the core of the CEP system component. CEP rules reflect conditions that are to be satisfied by the system, e.g., the occurrence of subsequent events within a certain timespan. Each CEP rule has at least one event inbound stream and fires a result event via an output stream once the condition is satisfied. For the result event a complex event is typically used, which means that it is a more abstract event. A complex event thereby contains a set of incoming events. In our case, a complex event e₅(e₁, e₂, e₃, e₄) is generated.

But, what if more than one driver message exchange is performed? Or in other words: What if more than one set of event is emitted? How can the CEP engine correlate the events of a set? Therefore, the ID parameters of the events are needed. The CEP system is advised to correlates only event with the same ID.

The evaluation of CEP formulas essentially requires events to be passed to the CEP engines input stream. This input stream is exposed to the event emitter component. In more detail, CEP WS defines a unique interface for all CEP systems that accepts events of any structure and routes it to the event inbound stream. The second interface of the CEP system deals with the result events of the CEP system. Next to the event outbound stream is the CEP result interface. A component that is interested in the result events can subscribe itself here. The mechanism behind follows the observer pattern: The CEP result client subscribes at the CEP result interface. Every time a result event occurs, the CEP result client is notified and is provided with the CEP result event. Again, by this mechanism a stable interface, similar to the CEP WS, is created between the CEP system component and the measurement evaluation component. CEP WS and CEP result interface together encapsulate the CEP system and ensure interchangeability.

Interchangeability of the CEP engine component is achieved by defining two stable interfaces: i) Event emitter and CEP WS, and ii) CEP result interface and CEP result client. By the definition of such stable interfaces, and by using WS technology, we achieve the following: i) the CEP component can be designed considering these interfaces, ii) interoperability of the components is achieved by using WS, and iii) no adjustments in code is needed if a CEP component is exchanged. To clarify the latter: Consider the transition from Test driver component to CEP system component. Using different CEP systems each of them can define, for example, its own type of event inbound stream. Therefore adapters between event emitter and event inbound stream are necessary. Once the CEP system is exchanged the event emitter has to use the corresponding adapter, which required to modify the event emitter. By introducing a stable interface the event emitter can use this interface and does not need any changes at all. There is still an adapter needed, but by that means it can be hidden within the CEP system. The adapter then just requires to implement the stable interface. The same applies at the transition between CEP system component and measurement and evaluation component.

C. Measurement evaluation component

The aim of the measurement evaluation component is to perform the calculation necessary to analyze the performance of the individual CEP engine components. Its first component is the CEP result client - a client for the event outbound WS of the CEP engine component. By that client, the component receives the result events that include all the information needed for the performance measurement. Based on these information from the result events, the measurement evaluator determines the performance of a CEP engine component.

D. Automated measurement

As described before, the proposed concept provides three main components. The first component represents the application scenario and acts as the test driver. In our case it consist of an application server including a deployed Driver WS. Automated startup of an application server is a commonly performed task. A typical WS client can be seen as an application, which again can be started easily in an automated manner, e.g., by batch script.
We encapsulated the complete CEP system using WS technology. Thereby, an automated interchange of CEP systems is equivalent to deploying and undeploying the CEP WS of the corresponding CEP system. Again, for an application server this is a commonly performed task and can be automated.

Another option is the usage of several dedicated machines respectively virtual machines (VMs): One for Test driver component and measurement evaluation component, and one per CEP system. Automation of measurement in that case is reduced to start and stop the machines.

V. TEST CANDIDATES AND TEST SCENARIOS

A decision on the usage of a CEP Engine of a specific vendor rises some interesting questions. For example: If events are emitted to the CEP engine, how long does it take to process the events and to generate a result event? What happens if events that are irrelevant for the CEP rules are emitted? What is the impact on the result calculation time? How does the CEP engine behave on certain event loads? How complex are the rule sets that are necessary to describe a condition?

A. Test candidates

There are several CEP engines available from different vendors. In this work we choose three CEP engines for testing: i) Microsoft SQL Server StreamInsight 1.1 [12], ii) EsperTech Esper 4.3 [13], and iii) JBoss Drools Fusion 5.3.0 [14]. A first difference arises while comparing the rule sets, respectively virtual machines (VMs): One for Test driver and measurement component, and one per CEP system. Automation of measurement in that case is reduced to start and stop the machines.

A decision on the usage of a CEP Engine of a specific vendor rises some interesting questions. For example: If events are emitted to the CEP engine, how long does it take to process the events and to generate a result event? What happens if events that are irrelevant for the CEP rules are emitted? What is the impact on the result calculation time? How does the CEP engine behave on certain event loads? How complex are the rule sets that are necessary to describe a condition?

2) Esper: EsperTech Esper is an open-source CEP engine available under GNU General Public License (GPL) license. It is available for Java as Esper and for .NET as NEsper. It offers the Event Processing Language (EPL) to specify CEP formulas. The CEP rule is defined by

```java
String expression = ''CEP.inputStream1.win::time(180) as one,'' + ''CEP.inputStream2.win::time(180) as two,'' + ''CEP.inputStream3.win::time(180) as three,'' + ''CEP.inputStream4.win::time(180) as four'' + ''where four.id = one.id'';
```

```java
statement = epService.getEPAdministrator().createEPL(expression);
```

3) Drools: Fusion is a module for JBoss Drools to enable CEP. Like Esper, it is open-source software. It can run Java and .NET and supports a variety of input adapters. The Drools Rule Language (DRL) is used to specify CEP formulas. The CEP rule is

```java
rule''cep-formula''
when
$pay:InternalPayload($ide:identifier, $step:step, $minTime:Number())
from entry-point StoreOne
$minTime:Number()
fromaccumulate($ide, $step=1, $minTime, $time:timestamp)
from entry-point StoreOne,
init(long tm=0),
action(tm=$time),
result(tm)
then
System.out.println(''step is: ''+$ide+''
'' min ''+$minTime''');
```

B. Test scenarios

1) Latency test: The following setup applies to our latency test setup: driver WS and its client both emit two events - one for inbound SOAP message and one for outbound SOAP message. All four messages include the timestamp of their creation, and are passed to the CEP component. Within the CEP engine, the four events are correlated and combined to a complex event, the result event. Once the result event occurs at the CEP result client, the measurement evaluator calculates the overall latency and estimates the CEP component latency.

2) Pollution test: In a pollution test setup, the CEP engine is confronted with events that are relevant for a CEP rule and events that are irrelevant. In the pollution test scenario a constant rate of events is emitted to the CEP component. During the test the rate of irrelevant events is increased step by step. The aim of the CEP component is to filter out the relevant events. The observed parameters were changes in latency, CPU load and memory usage.
3) **Load test:** A load test in brief applies different event rates to the CEP component. The test starts with one driver WS and client pair. During the test the amount of driver WS and client pairs is continuously increased. The observed parameters were latency, CPU load and memory usage.

VI. **Test setup**

The testing was performed using different virtual machines (VM). As virtualization product Oracle VirtualBox [15] was used. As an alternative several dedicated machines can be used. The VMs were interconnected using a virtual network. The operating systems of VM1 and VM2 was Microsoft Windows 7 with Service Pack 1. VM1 includes the event emitter component and the measurement component. For the implementation of the event emitter component WS technology was used. Communication between event emitter and CEP WS was based on SOAP messages.

The event emitter were implemented as message inspectors. Each time a SOAP message passes the message inspector its content is analyzed and an event is emitted. Each event thereby includes a timestamp and an unique ID, as described before. In our case emitting such an event means that an event is embedded in a SOAP message and is sent to the CEP WS of the CEP system component.

The measurement component is part of VM1, which reduces the number of VMs needed. In consistence with the driver WS and its client the measurement component also uses WS technology. The measurement and evaluation results are provided in database tables.

Within the second VM (VM2) the CEP system component is implemented. Several instances of VM2 exist, one for each tested CEP system. The individual instances of VM2 are completely interchangeable and can potentially even run in parallel - with slight modifications at the event emitter and separate IP addresses for each instance.

The technology used to implement the event inbound WS depends on the CEP engine used. In our work either WCF technology or JAX-WS is used. For interoperability reasons the binding type ‘basicHttpBinding’ (following the WS-I Basic Profile [16]) was used for all WS.

VII. **Test results**

As described before, we performed three exemplary tests using three different CEP systems. For completeness the results are displayed in this section.

A. **Latency test**

Comparing the latency all of the three CEP systems showed similar result. As the main source for fluctuation the driver message exchange was identified. The CEP system latency showed no significant differences.

CPU usage of B and C was similar. A, in contrast, has a significantly higher CPU consumption. In terms of memory usage A and B showed a modest behavior compared to C.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEP system</th>
<th>Polluted Events</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10 events</td>
<td>2.5 ms</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>27 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 events</td>
<td>1.5 ms</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>28.5 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 events</td>
<td>1.7 ms</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>28.4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 events</td>
<td>2.3 ms</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>29.6 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200 events</td>
<td>1.9 ms</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>33.9 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEP system</th>
<th>Threads</th>
<th>Events/sec</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>18.1 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>18.2 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>18.1 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>18.4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>18.4 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEP system</th>
<th>Threads</th>
<th>Events/sec</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>24 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>30 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>33.4 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>42 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>43.2 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CEP system</th>
<th>Threads</th>
<th>Events/sec</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>65 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>67 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>113 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>120 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>126 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. **Pollution test**

The pollution test showed interesting differences between the CEP systems (see Table I). Regarding the latency change A showed an overall pretty constant latency. However, in comparison with B and C the overall latency was significantly higher. At the beginning B and C were almost equal - with slight advantages for C. But at higher pollution rate the latency of B highly increased, in contrast to C with a constant latency.

Concerning the average CPU usage, A showed a slight increase with increasing pollution rate. Its overall CPU usage was higher that with B and C. For B the average CPU usage did not change at any pollution rate. With C an increase in pollution rate resulted in a significant increase of average CPU usage. A had a low memory usage at any pollution rate.
rate. With B memory usage, again, increased with pollution rate. C has a constant memory usage for all pollution rates, but at high level.

C. Load test

Table II shows the results of the load test. We could not identify significant differences to the results of the latency test applying load to the test candidates. We will therefore reinvestigate on load tests in more detail in future work.

For all candidates, the applied load and the CPU usage correlated. The same applies to the memory usage with B and C. For A the memory consumption was almost constant.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Today, CEP is commonly used and several products from different vendors are available in the market. This paper described a platform to compare different products under controlled and equal conditions. The test thereby were performed in an automated manner, which means that no user interaction was necessary.

We described that a complete CEP system can be encapsulated using WS technology. Thereby interchangeability of CEP systems can be achieved, which further simplifies for automation of performance tests. The paper also reproduced characteristics concerning performance and resource consumption already described elsewhere.

In summary, CEP systems can be encapsulated as a whole by means of WS technology. Thereby, interchangeability of complete CEP systems can be achieved. With interchangeability of CEP systems fully automated performance testing is available.
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